
Intermediate 3-5 Writing Continuum

LEGEND
Practicing to Independent Independent to Established Established to Analytical

(Third to Fourth Grades) (Fourth to Fifth Grades) (Beyond Intermediate)
Attitude Views self as author Views self as author Views self as accomplished author

Structure
Takes pleasure in multiple types of writing Writes for enjoyment and/or to accomplish a task Writes for enjoyment, to complete a project, and for personal 

expression

Conventions
Perseveres to complete writing tasks Writes for a range of purposes and audiences Uses a variety of simple, compound, and complex sentences 

appropriate to text forms

Craft
Generates story, issue, and/or topic ideas to prompt writing Perseveres through all steps in the writing process Selects text form (fiction, nonfiction, essay) to suit purpose and 

audience
Process Understands and applies paragraph structure Generates story, issue, and/or topic ideas to prompt writing Tailors writing to suit an audience or purpose

Creates sentence variety Uses complex conjunctions (e.g. however, although) Develops a topic or idea fully 

Varies writing dependent on familiar genres (narrative, 
informational, persuasive) 

Transitions smoothly between paragraphs Sustains flow (i.e. logical connections between ideas, strong 
topic sentences, transitions, precise word useage) throughout 
piece

Uses logical sequence to organize and clarify narrative writing 
(beginning/middle/end)

Crafts sentences with varied phrasing and sentence beginnings Writes to define, clarify, and develop ideas, and to express 
creativity

Uses topic sentences, supporting details, and concluding 
sentences when structuring informational paragraphs

Writes in a variety of text formats (e.g. stories, reports, 
procedures, poetry, friendly/business letters)

Uses humor, sarcasm, or irony to project a character or point 
of view

Uses logical sequence to organize informational writing Adjusts writing to suit purpose and genre (i.e. 
fiction/nonfiction)

Develops and sustains tone in writing

Uses informational text structures as appropriate (e.g. 
headings, table of contents, index, insets, diagrams, glossary)

Writes topic and concluding sentences and includes relevant 
information to develop a cohesive paragraph

Uses wide vocabulary that clearly and precisely conveys 
meaning 

Uses known patterns when spelling Organizes writing in a logical sequence to create cohesive 
pieces

Tailors vocabulary in character dialogue to enhance 
characterization 

Uses known capitalization and punctuation including commas, 
quotations, and apostrophes

Uses known patterns for spelling, including roots and affixes Involves the reader by using metaphor, simile, imagery, or 
other literary devices

Uses standard English language grammar, syntax, and 
conventions

Correctly uses known punctuation and capitalization rules (e.g. 
commas, abbreviations)

Expresses a well-reasoned point of view and provides 
evidence-based justification

Utilizes indents or spacing to indicate paragraphs Uses advanced punctuation appropriately (e.g. colon, 
semicolon, quotation marks)

Elaborates on ideas and details to create further understanding

Establishes detailed setting in narrative writing Utilizes indents or spacing to logically organize paragraphs Is resourceful in gathering information

Creates characters with multiple, distinct character traits Uses “mentor texts” (i.e. knowledge of other texts) as models 
for writing

Conducts research and analyzes information to fulfill tasks

Establishes a nuanced problem and thoughtful solution to 
narrative writing

Establishes detailed setting in narrative writing that includes 
sensory language and/or literary devices

Acknowledges and perseveres through all steps of the writing 
process

Writes a lead that captures audience attention and interest (e.
g. dialogue, action)

Crafts distinct characters that change or grow through the 
course of a narrative piece

Evaluates the writing of others and provides constructive 
feedback

Creates endings to narrative writing that develop and are 
sufficiently complex

Includes characters feelings or thoughts when writing Takes notes, selects and synthesizes relevant information, and 
plans informational or sequence text with or without graphic 
organizers

Utilizes dialogue in narrative writing Establishes a conflict in narrative writing that has an emotional 
impact on characters

Evaluates text and digital resource material for reliability and 
validity 

Developing a sense of “voice” in narrative writing Writes from a differing point of view Understands the value of primary and secondary source 
material



Intermediate 3-5 Writing Continuum

LEGEND
Practicing to Independent Independent to Established Established to Analytical

(Third to Fourth Grades) (Fourth to Fifth Grades) (Beyond Intermediate)
Utilizes language drawn from personal experience (e.g. books, 
conversations)

Writes a strong lead that captures attention and interest (e.g. 
dialogue, action)

Is resourceful in gathering information

Varies vocabulary Effectively concludes writing in a way that leaves the reader 
satisfied

Conducts research and analyzes information to fulfill tasks

Uses sensory/descriptive language to enhance writing Demonstrates a sense of “voice” in multiple genres of writing

Uses transitional words to sequence writing Adapts and uses language drawn from literature, conversation, 
and other personal experiences

Can write an opinion and provide reasons and supporting 
evidence

Utilizes new or advanced vocabulary

Provides supporting details in informational writing Uses simile or metaphor to enhance meaning

Utilizes introductory phrases in writing Uses sensory language to paint a picture for the reader

Uses classroom resources throughout writing process Can write an opinion and provide reasons and persuasive 
evidence to support it

Uses the writing process and writes for a sustained period of 
time

Provides multiple supporting details in informational writing

Revises writing, with peer and teacher support, to improve 
content and flow (e.g. adding, deleting words/phrases)

Uses a range of strategies for planning, revising, and publishing 
written work

Uses editing skills (i.e. rereading to check for grammar and 
syntactical errors)

Revises own writing incorporating feedback from teacher or 
peers

Proofreads (i.e. spelling errors, punctuation, capitalization) Edits and proofreads own writing  

Engages with peers and teachers to give and receive feedback Provides constructive feedback to peers

Listens to and heeds feedback on writing Sets and monitors goals for writing

Sets goals for own writing and attempts to meet them Can transfer information from reading to writings (i.e. takes 
notes)
Uses print and digital resources to conduct research for 
informational and persuasive writing


